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Abstract 

The purpose of this investigation is determinate the effects of propeller on wing aerodynamic, both for a propeller mounted in the 
middle of the wing, and for tip mounted propeller. Especially, it is investigated how a tip-mounted propeller can decrease wing 
induced drag, and how distributed propulsion can increase the high-lift aerodynamic. Analyses are carried out using a Virtual 
Disk Model on CFD software, showing a good agreement comparing numerical results with experimental data obtained by 
previous works. Wing tip engine with propeller, has been employed on a general aviation aircraft wing with an installed thrust to 
accomplish with cruise performance, reducing the induced drag. Distributed propeller engines on the wing allows improving of 
low speed performance, increasing the aircraft lift coefficient. Induced drag can be reduced of about 2-3% a low cruise lift 
coefficient, until 8-10% at relative high cruise lift coefficient. Maximum achievable lift coefficient could be increased of about 
20-30% in clean configuration, and more than 50% in flapped configuration. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper aims to provide an overview of the aerodynamic effects of tip mounted propeller and distributed wing 
propulsion on a commuter aircraft wing. Two of most promising fields to improve aircraft performance, enhancing 
the capabilities in the design of novel aircraft configurations, are the morphing technologies Della Vecchia et al. 
(2017) and hybrid-electric, distributed propulsion.  
Especially for the electric propulsion, the benefits of such an adoption are applicable in the following areas: (i) 
safety, (ii) emission, (iii) community noise, (iv) operating costs Moore et al. (2013). Ongoing development, 
research, and eventual production projects, are focusing on the low-power, low-range, limited utility platforms 
dedicated to the flight training market, as seen in the Airbus E-Fan Airbus (2015) and Pipistrel Alpha Electro Grady 
(2015) and NASA Sceptor X-57 Borer et al. (2016). These are stepping-stone platforms by their parent companies 
for entrance into larger, more powerful aircraft. 
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Nomenclature 

AR aspect ratio 
CD drag coefficient 
Cl 2D lift coefficient 
CL 3D lift coefficient 
CL,MAX maximum lift coefficient 
b wing span 
d propeller diameter 
J propeller advance ratio 
M  Mach number 
RANS Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes 
Re Reynolds number 
Tc Thrust coefficient 
Vstall_clean flap-up stall speed 
Vstall_flap flap-down stall speed 
α angle of attack 
β0.75  blade angle at 75% of radius 
δF flap deflection, positive down 
η non-dimensional wing span y/b 

 
One of the most significant barriers to adoption of electric propulsion in aircraft is the weight of the onboard energy 
storage. Current battery technologies yield 60-100x less energy stored per unit mass as compared to typical aircraft 
fuels Borer et al. (2016). Even with athreefoldincreaseinefficiency,thisisaprohibitivemasspenaltyforasimple 
powerplant retrofit to yield the same payload and range performance as the gasoline-powered counterpart. 
However,this impact is lessened if the mission capabilities of the aircraft are matched to actual use. For example, 
McDonaldshows two use cases where current missions are performed by aircraft that have too much payload-range 
capabilityMcDonald (2013); it is these “short-haul” missions that will likely be the early beneficiaries of electric 
propulsion. Generally electric aircraft can be designed with a different set of requirements, benefiting also from the 
propulsion integration due to the scale-invariant propulsion efficiency versus power level. Distributed Electric 
Propulsion (DEP) architectures can yield a net benefit in total efficiency due to synergistic airframe-propulsive 
couplingMoore and Fredericks (2014). At NASA, the benefits of DEP technology have been investigated, starting 
from the conceptual design Borer et al. (2016) until a flight demonstrator. To establish the potential advantages of 
tip mounted propeller engine and distributed propulsion, aerodynamic aircraft performance with the adoption of 
such technologies must be well predicting until a preliminary design stage. Nowadays the use of computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) allows to capture more and more aerodynamic phenomenon, and it also enables the creations of 
surrogates models and design methods to be used during preliminary design stageNicolosi et al. (2016), Nicolosi et 
al. (2015), Della Vecchia and Nicolosi (2014), Nicolosi et al.(2016), Nicolosi (2017) with more reliability. 
Parametric aerodynamic analyses can be carried out, and results assembled into databases, useful for design 
purposes, and integrated into aircraft preliminary design and analyses softwareNicolosi et al. (2016), Trifari et al. 
(2017). Developed methods have been validated and used in the design of turboprop and commuter aircraftNicolosi, 
Della Vecchia and Corcione 2015, Nicolosi, Corcione and Della Vecchia (2016). 

In this paper CFD is used to evaluate the effects of a propeller tip mounted engine, establishing rules and 
parameters which mainly affect the aerodynamic results. Firstly, the analysis method has been validated with 
available experimental results, and then used to evaluate the aerodynamic effects on commuter aircraft wing. 
Induced drag can be reduced with a tip propeller which rotates in the opposite direction of wing tip vortex. Secondly, 
the distributed propulsion aerodynamic analyses have been performed to estimate the low-speed, high-lift 
capabilities of such configurations. Due to the propeller blowing on the wing, the high lift coefficient of DEP 
configurations can be increased up to 50-80% on a typical general aviation commuter aircraft wing. Moreover, it 


